
A uniform ladder AB. of mass tz and length 2a, has one end A on rough horizontal
ground. The coefficient of friction between the ladder and the ground is O.ls. The other
end B of the ladder rests against a smooth vertical wall. The ladder rests in equilibrium
in a vertical plane perpendicular to the wall. and makes an angle of 30" with the u,all. A
man of mass 5rr stands on the ladder which remains in equilibrium. The ladder is
modelled as a uniform rod and the man as a particle. The greatest possible distance of
the man from A is ka.

Find the value of ft.

(e)

yot;

Figure 1

A uniform ladder AB, of mass ,7? and length 2a, has one end A on lough horizontal
ground. Tlie other end B rests against a smooth vertical wall. The ladder is in a vertical
plane perpendicular to the wall. The ladder makes an angle a with the horizontal, where
tan a:1. A child of mass 2nz stands on the ladder at C rvhere AC : {a, as shown in
Fig. 1. The ladder and the child are in equil ibrium.

By modelling the ladder as a rod and the chilcl as a particle, calculate the least possible
value of the coefficient of fi'iction between the ladder and the sround.

(e)
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Figure 2

A trnifortn steel girder AB, of mass 40kg and length 3 rn, is freely hinged at A to a vertical r,r,all.
The girder is supported in a horizontal position by a steel cable attachecl to the gircler.at B. The
otlrer end of the cable is attached to the point Cvertically abovel on the lr,,all, with ZABC: a.,
wlrere tan d,: i . e load of tnass 60 kg is suspenclecl by another cable fi'orn the gircler at the point
D, r,r'here AD:21r, as shou'tr in Fig.2: The girderrernains horizontal aricl in equilibrium. The
girder is rnodelled as a rod, and the cables as light inextensible strings.

(a) Show that the tension in the cable BC is 980 N.
(s)

(b) Find the rnagnitucle of the reaction on the gircler at l.
(6)

(c) Explain how yon have used the urodelling assuurption that the cable at D is lieht.
( l )
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Figure 2 shows ahorizontal uniform pole AB, of weight W andlength 2a. The end A of
the pole rests against a rough vertical wall. One end of a light inextensible string BD is
attached to the pole at B and the other end is attached to the wall at D. A particle of
weight 2W is attached to the pole at C, where BC : x. The pole is in equilibrium in a
vertical plane perpendicular to the wall. The string BD is inclined at an angle 0 to the
horizontal, where sin g : ?. The pole is modelled as a uniform rod.

(a) show that the tension in BD irt(Sor-'*) w.
6a (s)

The vertical component of the force exerted by the wall on the pole is [W. Find

(b) x in terms of a,

(c) the horizontal component, in terms of W, of the force exerted by the wall on
pole.

(4)

(3)

the

A straight log AB has weight I4l and length 2a. A cable-is attached to one end B of the

log. dtr" .uUt" lifts the 
"nO 

f off the ground. The end. A remains in contact with the

ground, which is rough and horizontal. The log-is in limitin-q equilibrium' The log

makes an angle ry to th; horizontal, where tan a : t. Tl. 
cable makes an angle fl to the

horizontal, as shown in Fig. 3. The coefficient'bf friction between the log and the

ground is 0.6. The log is modelled as a uniform rod and the cable as light'
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(6)

(6)

(-)

(a) Show that the normal reaction on the log at A is i tV'

(b) Find the value of P'

The tension in the cable is kl4l'

r'r-'t trind the vahre of ft.
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